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Is it possible to efficiently ensure customizable correctness properties as the network evolves?
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Specific algorithms for different properties
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Ideally given an **arbitrary** set of properties, a sequence with **minimized** update overhead is produced.
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Diagram shows a network model with nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, connected with arrows indicating the direction of updates.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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**Controller**

- Stream of Updates
- **CCG**
  - Update queue
  - **Verifier**
    - Verification Engine
    - **Network Model**
      - **Confirmations**

- **Safe?**
  - Yes
  - No

1. mod A->C to A->F
2. add F->G
3. add G->H
4. add H->B

A should reach B

Diagram: Network with nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, showing a stream of updates and the verification process.
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Enforcing consistency with heuristically maximized parallelism.
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Network states as forwarding graphs

Naively, represent every possible network state $O(2^n)$

Uncertain graph: Collapse all possible states onto one graph

The model captures packets’ view of the network, assuming controller initiates changes.
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Verification: Traversal on forwarding graphs

Take uncertainty into account:

• No certain outgoing link \(\Rightarrow\) a possible black-hole

By traversing the graph once,

• perform a simultaneous traversal of all possibilities, and thus
• reason about the network state correctly in the presence of uncertainty

Implementation Optimizations
Verification under Uncertainty

Verification: Traversal on forwarding graphs

Take uncertainty into account:

- No certain outgoing link \(\rightarrow\) a possible black-hole

By traversing the graph once,

- perform a simultaneous traversal of all possibilities, and thus
- reason about the network state correctly in the presence of uncertainty
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**Stream of Updates**
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2. **add D->F**
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Even with Fallback triggered, CCG achieves better efficiency than using Fallback alone.
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Waypoint Properties: flows are required to traverse a set of waypoints
- connectivity,
- waypointing,
- access control,
- service chaining, ...

Theorem: Segment independent properties are guaranteed to complete using greedy updates.
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- Resource isolation
- No suboptimal routing
- No VLAN leak

**Verifier**
- Verification Engine
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- Safe?

**Consistent Updates, SWAN, ...**
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- No, cannot
Evaluation

Can CCG improve performance over prior work?

• Segment-independent Properties

• Non-segment-independent Properties

Evaluation approaches:

• Emulations

• Testbed experiments
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![Diagram of network simulation with NOX and Mininet]
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![Graph showing fraction of trials vs milliseconds]
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Fraction of trials vs. Milliseconds
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Fraction of trials vs. Milliseconds graph showing different curves indicating CCG-connectivity and an Optimal curve.
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<table>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
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<tr>
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Traces from a operational network with 200+ layer-3 devices.

One day, one snapshot per hour, 24 transitions, 4ms delay.

- New rules were added first, then old rules deleted.

Properties: Black hole freedom + Loop freedom

- Rules overlapped with longest prefix match, not segment-independent.
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Traces from a operational network with 200+ layer-3 devices.

One day, one snapshot per hour, 24 transitions, 4ms delay.

- New rules were added first, then old rules deleted.

Properties: Black hole freedom + Loop freedom

- Rules overlapped with longest prefix match, not segment-independent.

- Fallbacks happened rarely.

- Overhead close to Immediate Update, with no transient connectivity violations.
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